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Abstract Sparse sampling in biomolecular multidimen-

sional NMR offers increased acquisition speed and resolu-

tion and, if appropriate conditions are met, an increase in

sensitivity. Sparse sampling of indirectly detected time

domains combined with the direct truly multidimensional

Fourier transform has elicited particular attention because of

the ability to generate a final spectrum amenable to tradi-

tional analysis techniques. A number of sparse sampling

schemes have been described including radial sampling,

random sampling, concentric sampling and variations

thereof. A fundamental feature of these sampling schemes is

that the resulting time domain data array is not amenable to

traditional Fourier transform based processing and phasing

correction techniques. In addition, radial sampling approa-

ches offer a number of advantages and capabilities that are

also not accessible using standard NMR processing tech-

niques. These include sensitivity enhancement, sub-matrix

processing and determination of minimal sets of sampling

angles. Here we describe a new software package (Al NMR)

that enables these capabilities in the context of a general

NMR data processing environment.

Keywords Sparse sampling � Multidimensional Fourier

transform � NMR data processing

Introduction

Sparse sampling in biomolecular multidimensional NMR

offers increased acquisition speed and resolution (Eghbal-

nia et al. 2005; Hiller et al. 2005; Jaravine et al. 2006; Kim

and Szyperski 2003; Kupce and Freeman 2004; Stern et al.

2002; Szyperski et al. 1993) and, if appropriate conditions

are met, an increase in sensitivity (Gledhill and Wand

2010). Here we are most interested in the features of sparse

systematic sampling of indirectly detected chemical shift

evolution. The coupling of incremented time domains in

solution NMR spectroscopy finds its roots in the ‘‘accor-

dion’’ class of multidimensional NMR experiments where a

mixing period (sm) and a chemical shift evolution period

(t1) is systematically co-evolved (i.e. t1 = jsm) (Boden-

hausen and Ernst 1982). The concept was then applied in

the reduced dimensionality experiments to two indirect

chemical shift evolution periods where the two chemical

shifts are expressed as a doublet with one peak arising from

their sum and another from their difference (Szyperski

et al. 1993). To assure that both doublet components are

contained within the selected sweep width a scaling factor

is utilized such that t1 = s and t2 = sj. To further gener-

alize the reduced dimensionality technique, Brutscher and

coworkers determined how to isolate the individual quad-

rature components of the doublet (Brutscher et al. 1995).

The subsequent GFT approach generalized the peak com-

ponent isolation to experiments of arbitrary dimensionality
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and developed a powerful analytical strategy to obtain the

underlying frequency components without the need to

engage an intermediate multidimensional NMR frequency

spectrum (Kim and Szyperski 2003). In contrast, the pro-

jection reconstruction approach sought to generate a com-

plete multidimensional frequency spectrum that is

amenable to traditional processing (Freeman and Kupce

2003; Kupce and Freeman 2004). Though similar to

reduced dimensionality in that a scaling factor between the

two incremented time domains is employed, the increments

are scaled systematically via a geometric relationship such

that t1 = scos(a) and t2 = ssin(a) where a is termed the

sampling angle. Utilizing the full quadrature detection

scheme of Brutscher and coworkers (Brutscher et al. 1995),

the projection cross section theorem could be used to

project the individual sampling angle data sets into a final

multidimensional spectrum (Freeman and Kupce 2003;

Kupce and Freeman 2003, 2004). It was soon realized,

however, that the computational expense of projecting

the individual scaling factor data sets could be circum-

vented by use of a true multidimensional Fourier transform

(Kazimierczuk et al. 2006a, b) and that this approach

actually accommodates random sampling of the indirect

dimensions (Kazimierczuk et al. 2006a, b, 2010a, b). Sparse

sampling of incremented times domains of indirectly

detected dimensions combined with the direct truly multi-

dimensional Fourier transform (Coggins and Zhou 2006;

Kazimierczuk et al. 2006a, b; Marion 2006) has elicited

particular attention because of the ability to generate a final

spectrum amenable to traditional methods of analysis.

A number of sparse sampling schemes have been uti-

lized in conjunction with the true multidimensional Fourier

transform. These include radial sampling, random sam-

pling, concentric sampling and variations thereof (Coggins

and Zhou 2007; Coggins and Zhou 2008; Hoch et al. 2008;

Kazimierczuk et al. 2006a, b, 2008, 2010a, b; Pannetier

et al. 2007). Each sparse sampling scheme has advantages

and disadvantages and the reader is referred to compre-

hensive reviews by Coggins et al. (2010) and Kazimierczuk

et al. (2010a, b) for further details. The optimum sampling

scheme is often dependent on the desired application,

particularly in regard to the spectral artifacts that may

result. Sparse sampling often results in an underdetermined

data set and the final resulting spectrum contains artifacts.

The details of the sampling artifacts are directly dependent

on the sampling pattern applied. In general, randomly

sampled experiments produce artifacts that are manifested

as baseline noise and radial sampled experiments produce

coherent ridges that extend from the authentic peak chem-

ical shifts at the defined sampling angles (Kazimierczuk

et al. 2010a, b). The incoherence of random sampling arti-

facts makes this scheme appropriate for most applications

as they are largely introduced as white noise. In many

situations, however, the deterministic nature of the artifacts

and statistical nature of the data makes radial sampling

optimal, particularly when prior information about the

chemical shifts is available (Gledhill et al. 2009; Gledhill

and Wand 2010).

Processing sparsely sampled data is generally a two-step

procedure. An overview of processing steps for radially

sampled three-dimensional data is shown in Fig. 1. The

acquisition dimension, being acquired in the usual time

sequential way, is processed using traditional digital fil-

tering, zero-filling and so on followed by fast Fourier

transformation and frequency domain phase correction.

Quadrature components for the indirectly detected dimen-

sions are appropriately isolated and stored to an interme-

diate two-dimensional matrix with the four quadrature

components of each time point interleaved (Fig. 1b). The

indirectly detected sparsely sampled time domains may

then be transformed with a true direct two-dimensional

Fourier transform (Coggins and Zhou 2006; Kazimierczuk

et al. 2006a, b; Marion 2006). This process is repeated for

each sampling angle collected, storing each matrix sepa-

rately. Randomly sampled data is processed in a similar

manner except the time points must be supplied to the

direct two-dimensional Fourier transform. Various artifact

removal algorithms can then be applied to the final matrix

to remove or suppress artifacts arising from the particular

sampling scheme employed.

Sparsely sampled data requires a non-standard array of

processing capabilities and strategies that are not available

in commercial or non-commercial processing platforms.

Traditional processing programs that are generally avail-

able, such as NMRpipe (Delaglio et al. 1995), are capable

of processing the acquisition dimension but are quite lim-

ited with respect to processing sparsely sampled data,

unless the data is appropriately filled with zeros to make it

applicable for fast Fourier transform or a numerical pro-

cessing strategy such as maximum entropy is utilized. This

is particularly acute in the context of processing sparsely

sampled data in a phase sensitive manner where there are

2n quadrature components for n-linked time domains. In

this context the user would need to store each of the

quadrature components in a different matrix location while

a matrix amenable to storing an arbitrary number of

quadrature components would simplify this procedure. The

absence of an appropriate generally available processing

platform is particularly limiting for the phase correction of

radial data (Gledhill and Wand 2007). In addition, several

novel features of sparsely sampled data are completely

inaccessible using currently available processing packages.

Examples for radial data processing include ridge

removal (Kupce and Freeman 2003), statistical sensitivity

enhancement (SEnD) (Gledhill and Wand 2010), sub-

matrix processing and optimized intensity extraction
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(Gledhill et al. 2009), and minimum sampling angle set

determination (Gledhill and Wand 2008).

To overcome these and other limitations of existing

processing packages we have developed a new processing

platform, Al NMR. Al NMR is capable of processing both

Cartesian and arbitrarily sampled data with the fast Fourier

transform and the direct multidimensional Fourier trans-

form, respectively. To enhance user flexibility Al NMR is

built around the Python scripting language, allowing users

to write custom processing scripts that are amenable to

essentially any sampling scheme or acquisition order.

Particular attention is paid to radially sampled data with

regard to phase correction, optimized angle selection and

SEnD optimization. The program features an intuitive

analysis interface and a Python command line that facili-

tates real time processing and analysis.

Program organization

Al NMR is available as a cross platform Python module

that provides all command line functionality or as a

standalone Windows program that contains a graphical

interface complete with a Python command interpreter,

Python engine and an interactive spectrum plotting and

analysis interface. Both versions have the same processing

engine based on the Python scripting language. Figure 2

shows a diagram of the program organization. Al NMR

uses the Python scripting language to interact with the user

by extending the standard Python language with NMR data

processing objects and functions. Basing the program on

the Python scripting language presents numerous obvious

advantages. The core of the program is the Al NMR

module that contains the objects and functions for NMR

data processing. The module is written in C?? to enable

advantages of current multi-core architecture and utilizes

the FFTW (Frigo and Johnson 2005) and LAPACK

(Anderson 1999) libraries for fast Fourier transforms and

linear algebra, respectively. The user interacts with the

package through command line or processing scripts.

Processing scripts are the essential feature of the program.

Typically a script will read an NMR data file into a buffer,

Fig. 1 An overview of the two-step procedure required to process

radial sampled data using generated data. a depicts radial sampled

time domain data that was sampled at a = 30�. A plane of data is

collected in the three dimensional time domain by Cartesian sampling

the acquisition dimension and radial sampling the two indirect

dimensions. Radial sampling is achieved by coevolving the two

indirect dimensions such that t1 = ncos(a)/sw1 and t2 = nsin(a)/sw2.,

where a is the sampling angle, n is the common increment number

and sw are the desired sweep widths. Processing the data requires two

steps; first, all of the acquisition dimension vectors are processed

using common fast Fourier transform methodology and second, the

direct multi-dimensional Fourier transform is used to process both

indirect dimensions simultaneously. The mixed mode spectrum is

shown in b where the acquisition dimension has been transformed to

the frequency domain while the indirect dimensions are still in the

time domain. The final spectrum after application of the direct multi-

dimensional Fourier transform to each vector spanning the two

indirect dimension time domains is shown in c. The resulting

frequency domain spectrum demonstrates the ridge artifacts inherent

to radial sampling

Fig. 2 The Al NMR program organization. The Al NMR Python

module is loaded into Python as a dynamic linked C?? library. This

module extends the standard capacity of Python to include NMR data

processing objects and functions. The user interacts with the module

using either the Python command line or through processing scripts

executed by the Python interpreter. Typically a processing script will

create a data object to interact with the primary data files. FIDs are

read using the data object member function to create a buffer object.

The buffer object contains the FID data and all of the necessary

processing functions. The FID is processed using the buffer object

member functions and the 1D spectrum is written into a user created

matrix file. The output matrix file is accessed through the associated

matrix object member functions
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then process and store the buffer into a final matrix. These

steps are summarized below.

Al NMR python module

Al NMR is based on a custom C?? module loaded into

Python. This module extends Python to include a set of

NMR data processing objects and functions while retaining

the standard Python functionality. The package includes all

of the central NMR data processing functions typically

employed in the processing of NMR data collected with

traditional uniform time intervals and a new set of func-

tions to process arbitrarily sampled NMR data. Al NMR

uses an object oriented approach for data processing, which

simplifies the syntax of data processing, increases read-

ability and decreases processing time. Object oriented data

processing also increases the flexibility of processing

scripts. Scripts are adaptable for essentially any type of

sampling or acquisition scheme.

Al NMR contains three main objects: an NMR data

object which is the users interface with Bruker or Varian

spectrometer files, a vector buffer object which provides

data processing capacities and a n-dimensional matrix file

object. There are also two auxiliary objects that support the

main objects; memory matrix objects and output matrix

objects. Memory matrix objects serve as an intermediate

between data processing and matrix objects stored on a

disk. These objects are available in two and three dimen-

sions. The output matrix object allow the user to save

matrix in either Sparky or Felix file formats for of these

popular graphical analysis packages.

Data object

The NMR data object acts as a direct interface between Al

NMR and the primary Varian or Bruker spectrometer data

file. When the data object is created the experiment

parameters are automatically stored as attributes of the

object. Table 1 shows the data object attributes available to

the user. The attributes are accessed using the dot operator.

For example, the dimension of a Bruker data file is returned

from the command bdat.dim. All attributes, excluding

the spectrum dimension, are returned as Python lists with a

value for each dimension. The values for each dimension

are accessed using standard Python list indexing. For

example, bdat.td[0] returns the total number of points

in the acquisition dimension. Time domain data is read

directly from the data object using the read member

function, which returns one free induction decay (FID).

Optional keyword values control which FID is read. The

function prototype is:

fid ¼ dataobj:read ðfidnum ¼ ‘nextfid’; convert
¼ TrueÞ

In this example, the arguments specify the relative FID

number and that it will be converted from the Bruker

digital format, respectively. Note that the convert option is

unique to the Bruker data object and is required to remove

the decimation buildup. The data is converted by Fourier

transformation, appropriate phase correction, inverse Fou-

rier transformation and removal of trailing zeros.

Buffer object

The buffer object provides memory allocation to hold a

FID or one-dimensional spectrum in memory, attributes of

the FID or spectrum and functions to process or manipulate

the data. There are three methods to create a buffer object;

reading a FID from the data object, creating an empty

buffer or by reading a vector from a matrix object. There

are no limitations to the number of data points a buffer can

hold other than available computer memory. There are also

no limits to the number of quadrature components in a

buffer. Buffer data points are edited using standard Python

list indexing. If the number of quadrature components is

greater than one each element of the buffer is defined using

a list. For example, each element in a buffer containing

complex data is set using as a two element list: buf[0] =

[r,i]

Here r and i represent the real and imaginary compo-

nents, respectively. Sparsely sampled data is defined sim-

ilarly, using one value for each quadrature component. For

example, a single time point in (3,2) radial sampled data

will contain four quadrature components. In this case r and

i represent the cosine and sine modulated components with

respect to the first or second increment time dimension and

the data points are set by indexing a point in the buffer and

equating it to a four member list. buf[0] = [rr,ir,

ri,ii]

Experiments that co-evolve three indirect dimensions

contain 8 quadrature components and the data order is rrr,

irr, rir, iir, rri, iri, rii, iii, using the same nomenclature as

above.

A buffer object has five main attributes, as show in

Table 1: td, the total number of data points; nquad, the

number of quadrature components of each data point; np,

the number of complex, or higher order quadrature, data

points; real, a list containing all of the real components

of a complex buffer and imag, a list of the imaginary

components of the buffer. As before, the attributes are

accessed from the buffer object using the dot operator. For

example, bufobj.np returns the number of complex

points or bufobj.real returns a Python list of all of the

real quadrature components of complex data.
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Standard mathematical operations are available for

buffer objects, including addition, subtraction, multiplica-

tion and division. The operations are performed on an

element basis iterating through each element of the buffer.

Table 2 lists the buffer object member functions that are

used for data processing. Again, member functions are

accessed using the dot operator. A complete list of the

functions including the argument keywords and descriptions

are included in Online Resource 1. The usage of these

functions is consistent with traditional methodology (Hoch

and Stern 1996). In addition to the standard data processing

functions Al NMR also expands the capability of these

functions for processing radial and random sampled data. Al

NMR also includes a set of functions unique to radial

and random sampled data. The processing functions for

co-evolved data are listed in Table 2, where the a subscript

indicates that a function processes both traditional and

sparse sampled data. A function for processing radial sam-

pled data is available for each step of the processing protocol

outlined in the introduction. To facilitate understanding of

these new functions an example of typical application is

presented here. As described below, a vector is read from

a matrix object into a data buffer to initiate processing.

Typically the data is stored with interleaved quadrature

components, the data is converted to a four quadrature

component buffer using the quad command. For sub-

sequent operations the order of a four quadrature component

buffer is rr, ir, ri, ii. If necessary a first point correction is

applied using the firstpt function to correct for a baseline

offset resulting from an unequal integral area of the first

data point. Each of the quadrature components of the first

point is scaled by the supplied correction. Likewise if a

receiver increment correction is necessary for data col-

lected with States-TPPI the correction is applied using

StatesTPPI_correct function. Various apodization

functions are available including the shifted sinebell (ss),

Kaiser (kw), exponential (em) and Gaussian (gm). In the

case of radial sampling the sampling angle and weighting for

each dimension are supplied as arguments to the functions.

For randomly sampled data a list of incremented times is

supplied. In addition to apodization functions, Al NMR also

incorporates a set of data weighting functions for radial and

random sampled data. Appropriately weighting the data is

necessary to increase performance of the two-dimensional

Fourier transform and assure linearity (Pannetier et al.

2007). In this regard, the qhull program is utilized to cal-

culate the Voronoi cells (Barber et al. 1996). For sparsely

sampled data processed with the direct two-dimensional

Fourier transform zero-filling is not necessary and the final

step of processing is Fourier transformation. The direct two-

dimensional Fourier transform explicitly calculates the fre-

quency domain points. The number and frequency of the

supplied frequency points dictates the digital resolution of

the data points.

There are three versions of the direct two-dimensional

Fourier transform available in Al NMR. All three are

applicable to radially sampled data and one is applicable to

randomly sampled data. Radial sampled data is underde-

termined and as a result ridge artifacts extend from the

authentic peak chemical shifts. We have shown previously

that it is possible to use a combination of matching and

non-matching component Fourier transforms to isolate the

ridge components (Gledhill and Wand 2007). This provides

an important advantage in subsequent processing. Two

versions of the 2D-FT isolate the ridge components,

2dftp and 2dftm, isolate the positive and negative ridge

components respectively. The third version, 2dft, gener-

ates a spectrum with both ridge components. This function

is also applicable to randomly sampled data. Additionally,

as discussed below, phase correction can also be applied. A

two-dimensional memory matrix object is returned from

the 2D-FT and is used as a temporary intermediate that can

be subsequently stored into the final matrix or plotted in the

interface. The returned matrix is n x m points where n is the

number of frequency values supplied in the x1 list and m is

the number of values in the x2 list.

Matrix object

The matrix object provides the user with an interface for

creating and storing nD matrix files. A versatile indexing

Table 1 Al NMR Object

Attributes
Data attributes Buffer attributes Matrix attributes

dim–number of dimension td–total data points dim–number of dimensions

td–total data points np–number of complex points td–total data points

o1–carrier offset (Hz) nquad–num. of quadrature bf–base frequency (Mhz)

bf1–base frequency (Mhz) real–real data sw–sw (ppm)

nuc–nucleus imag–imaginary data ref–reference shift (ppm)

sfo1–carrier frequency (Mhz) label–dimension label

sw_h–sweep width (hz)

sw–sweep width (ppm)
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procedure is available to read and write data to the file. The

matrix object also provides a vector mode to optimize data

processing speed. The function prototype for creating a

matrix object is:

matobj ¼ matrixð‘‘path=filename:al’’; ðd1; d2;. . .ÞÞ

The first argument is the new matrix file name including

the path. This variable is passed to the function as a Python

string. The second argument is a tuple listing the size of

each dimension. The length of the tuple determines the

dimension of the matrix and there are no limits on the

number of dimensions that can be used. The same

command is used to open an existing matrix with the

exception that matrix dimensions are not supplied. Table 1

lists the matrix objects attributes. Again, the attributes are

available using the dot operator. The attributes dim and td

are automatically set when a matrix is created. The

remaining attributes are set using the reference function.

Data is accessed, for reading and writing, using a similar

indexing procedure as used for buffers. Brackets are

used to define the indexing and a value is supplied for

Table 2 Member functions of Al NMR data processing objects

Data object functions

open Opens NMR data file

read Read a FID

Data processing functions

?,-,*,/ Standard mathematical operations

absab Absolute value

complexb Convert to complex

conjugateb Complex conjugate

convb Time-domain convolutionc

emab Exponential window

exchangeab Exchange real and imaginary component

fftb Fast fourier transform

firstptab First point correctiond

gmab Gaussian window

hilbertb Hilbert Transform

ifftb Inverse fast fourier transform

kwab Kaiser window

leftshiftab Left shift data points

linebaseline Linear baseline correction

lpab Linear predictione

phaseab Phase correctf

polybaseline Polynomial baseline correction

polysub Polynomial solvent filterg

powerb Power spectrum

reduce Reduce complex to real

resize Resize data buffer

reverseab Reverse order of data points

rightshiftab Right shift

rollab Circularly shift data points

sbab Sinebell window

ssab Sinebell squared window

states_correctab Adjust sign of data points

zerofillb Zerofill data

Buffer object functions–coevolved

data functions

avgLP Average Linear prediction

FT2D Two-dimensional fourier transform h

FT2Dp Radial sampled two-dimenisonal

sum ridge FTf

FT2Dm Radial sampled two-dimenisonal

difference ridge FTf

quad Set number of quadrature components

voronoi Voronoi tessellation weightingi

Matrix object functions

reference Reference matrix chemical shifts

vectdim Set the vector mode dimension

ft_thread Fast Fourier transform using

multiple cores

get_pt Read point

get_vector Read vector

Table 2 continued

Data object functions

set_pt Write point

set_vector Write vector

write2D Write two-dimensional memory matrix

write3D Write three-dimensional memory matrix

Matrix artifact removal functions

add Add two spectra

LV Lower value comparisonj

HBLV Hybrid back-projection lower valuek

clean Spectrum clean artifact subtractionl

Angle selection

angle_select Angle selection routine

a indicates the function is amenable to both 1D data and coevolved

data
b indicates the function is available in vector mode
c Marion et al. (1989)
d Otting et al. (1986)
e Barkhuijsen et al. (1985); Gesmar and Led (1988); Zhu and Bax

(1992)
f Gledhill and Wand (2007)
g Callaghan et al. (1984)
h Coggins and Zhou (2006); Kazimierczuk et al. (2006a, b); Marion

(2006)
i Pannetier et al. (2007)
j (Kupce and Freeman 2004)
k Venters et al. (2005)
l Coggins and Zhou (2008); Kazimierczuk et al. (2007)
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each dimension of the matrix. For example, matobj

[d1,d2,d3]returns the matrix value at point (d1, d2, d3).

A vector within the matrix is returned from the indexing

operation if a colon is substituted for one of the dimensions.

For example:

bufobj ¼ matobj½d1; :; d3�

returns, in this case, a d2 vector as a buffer object that is

perpendicular to points d1 and d3 of the first and third

dimensions, respectively. The same indexing syntax is used

for writing values into a matrix. Again, values are passed

for each dimension of the matrix and the indexed point is

equated to a floating point value that will replace the cur-

rent value. Vectors and planes of data are set using colons

for one or two dimensions, respectively.

To optimize the speed of data processing Al NMR

provides a vector mode that is able to automatically process

every vector in a given dimension without explicitly

defining loops over the matrix. The vector mode function

state is initialized by defining the dimension of the matrix

to process and the number of points in the dimension to

use. This is done using the following function:

matobj:vectordimðdim; npÞ

Here dim is the dimension that will be processed and np

is the number of points to include from the vector. Data

points in a matrix are stored with only a single quadrature

component and the real and imaginary components are

interleaved in sequential positions. Therefore the np value is

typically two times the number of complex points. Table 2

lists all of the available functions in vector mode, where a

superscript b indicates the processing functions available to

vector mode. A separate section lists the functions that are

only available to matrix objects, of particular interest is the

Fourier transform function. This function has been

optimized for multi-core processing and simultaneously

processes multiple vectors. Additionally, phase correction

terms can be supplied to this function to avoid the Hilbert

transform step during a subsequent phase correction.

Frequency domain artifact removal functions are avail-

able for sparsely sampled data processed with the direct

two-dimensional Fourier transform. The artifact removal

functions are listed in Table 2. These functions include

both projection reconstruction style comparison functions

and the more recently presented clean methods (Coggins

and Zhou 2008; Kazimierczuk et al. 2007). The projection

reconstruction like functions include back-projection

(Coggins et al. 2005; Kupce and Freeman 2004), lower

value (Kupce and Freeman 2003) and the hybrid back-

projection lower value method (Venters et al. 2005). The

clean method generates a model of the artifacts, using a

supplied peak list, and then subtracts the model from the

spectrum generating a new, artifact reduced matrix.

The Al NMR user interface

Al NMR is available with an intuitive Windows graphical

interface for processing and visualizing data and spectra,

respectively. A picture of the interface is shown in Fig. 3.

The interface contains four frame types: a file selection

frame, visualization frames, a parameter frame and a

command line frame. The first three frames are primarily

responsible for viewing and analyzing spectra while the

fourth provides means to interactively process and plot

data. Multiple visualization frames can be opened

simultaneously.

User created custom processing scripts provide a core

capability of the Al NMR processing package. User

scripting is based on the Python programming language.

Data processing scripts are plain text files and employ the

standard Python syntax. Example processing scripts to

process a Cartesian sampled 4D NOESY experiment and a

(3,2) radially sampled experiment are provide in the Online

Resources. Processing script can be run from the command

line or through the interface.

Cartesian-type data of any dimension can be processed

in the usual way from the command line either using scripts

or by manually entering commands sequentially. In what

follows, we focus on processing capabilities of Al NMR

that are peculiar to the demands of sparsely sampled data

with a particular emphasis on radial sampled data.

Phase correction

Using Al NMR it is possible to interactively phase correct

classical Cartesian data and radially or randomly sampled

data. Interactive phase correction is essential to a complete

processing program because it is not always possible to

collect a spectrum with pure absorptive line shape. Stan-

dard phase correction is not applicable to radially sampled

data (Gledhill and Wand 2007). For radially sampled data

in which two or more of the indirect dimensions are co-

evolved all of the co-evolved dimensions need to be phase

corrected simultaneously. Two methods are available to

phase correct radial data (Gledhill and Wand 2007). One

applies the correction in the time domain while the other

applies the correction in the frequency domain. Choosing

one method over the other depends on the nature of the

data. Phase corrections in the time domain require that the

0 and 90 sampling angles be available. Phase correcting in

the frequency domain does not have this requirement but is

computationally more expensive.

Phase corrections in the time domain are applied during

the direct multidimensional Fourier transform (Gledhill

and Wand 2007). This is accomplished by matching the

multidimensional Fourier transform to the data. For
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example the cosine–cosine modulated quadrature compo-

nent is Fourier transformed using an explicit Fourier

transform with the following coefficients:

cos ð2px1 cos ðt1 þ /1
1Þ þ /0

1Þ cos ð2px1 sin ðt2 þ /1
2Þ

þ /0
2Þ ð1Þ

where / represent the zero and first order phase correc-

tions, as indicated by the superscript term, for the two time

domains sampled, defined by the subscript terms. The

appropriate phase corrections for each time domain are

determined using 0 and 90� sampling angles data sets. The

two sampling angle data sets are equivalent to the Cartesian

faces of an experiment and are amenable to traditional

phase correction methodology. Once the phase corrections

are independently determined for each dimension they are

used simultaneously as arguments to the two-dimensional

Fourier transform.

If the 0 and 90� sampling angle data sets are not

available to determine the component phase corrections,

the spectrum can be interactively phase corrected in the

frequency domain. In this case it is necessary to isolate and

phase the ridge components independently because the two

ridges that extend from the peak chemical shift have

opposite phase correction values (Gledhill and Wand

2007). The ridge components are isolated using a set of

matching and non-matching two-dimensional Fourier

transforms. In the context of a one dimensional spectrum a

matching Fourier transform is defined by applying a real

cosine Fourier transform to transform cosine modulated

data, while a non-matching Fourier transform is defined as

by applying a real sine Fourier transform to transform

cosine modulated data. Expanding to two dimensions the

Fourier transform can be matching and non-matching to

one or both of the time domains sampled. Using this set of

Fourier transforms, as defined in previously (Gledhill and

Wand 2007), four component spectra are generated and

include an absorptive and dispersive spectrum for each of

the ridge components. The ridge components are then

phased independently in the usual way using linear com-

binations of the absorptive and dispersive components. The

phase corrected ridge component spectra can then be

summed to generate a final phased spectrum.

This procedure is accomplished in Al NMR by selecting

an indirect plane of the radial sampled angle matrix to use

Fig. 3 The Al NMR Windows interface is shown here displaying a

stack plot of a 15N HSQC of Ubiquitin. The interface uses a multiple

frame layout to make navigation intuitive. The main visualization

frame is shown in the center. Multiple visualization frames can be

opened simultaneously in new tabs. The file selection frame is shown

on the left. Expanding the file tree and selecting files will open matrix

into the visualization frame or execute scripts in the included

interpreter. All of the spectrum display properties are shown in the

parameter frame on the right. The python command line is show at

the bottom. The user can interactively process and plot spectra using

the command line
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for phase correction. The corresponding data vector for the

selected plane is then passed to the radial phase correction

routine. The routine uses the data vector to generate the

four absorptive and dispersive component spectra that are

the two pairs of spectra opened in an interactive window to

determine the phase corrections. The resulting phase cor-

rections can then be applied to a processing script to phase

correct all of the other angle spectra.

Real time sub-matrix processing

One of the significant advantages to sparse sampling is its

ability to collect data at significantly higher resolution than

the equivalent Cartesian sampled experiments (Kupce and

Freeman 2004). As a result the processed matrix size and

the necessary processing time can become overwhelming,

especially since a large fraction of the spectrum is noise.

The discrete nature of the direct two-dimensional Fourier

transform can be exploited to process a sub-region of the

frequency space. This increases processing speed and

eliminates much of the storage requirements to the point

that sub-matrix processing can be done in real time and in

memory. An example of sub-matrix processing is shown in

Fig. 4. Panel a shows the full matrix with the highlighted

region corresponding to the region of interest for process-

ing. Panel b shows the sub-spectrum that is processed

selectively. The annotated processing script for this

approach is provided in the Online Resources.

Angle selection

In order to efficiently collect radial sampled data Al NMR

includes an angle selection routine that utilizes recently

described algorithms to obtain optimal sets of sampling

angles (Gledhill and Wand 2008). There are two general

cases in which angle selection is applied; the peak reso-

nance frequencies are known or the frequencies are

unknown and need to be resolved. In the former case, a

spectrum could be collected in order to measure intensity

variations or slight changes in chemical shift in the context

of hydrogen exchange or ligand binding for example. Two

algorithms are available for this scenario, one to determine

a minimum set of angles needed to resolve intensity while

disregarding artifact intensity i.e. leaving resolved artifact

intensity in the final spectrum. The other is comprehensive

and selects a minimum set of angles to remove all of the

artifacts from the spectrum. In the latter situation where

peak resonance frequencies are unknown, Al NMR exe-

cutes an algorithm to iteratively suggest subsequent sam-

pling angles to resolve all artifacts from a spectrum while

retaining the authentic peaks.

To determine if a peak is resolved or if an artifact is

removed both algorithms generate a model of the spectrum.

Using the chemical shifts and sampling angle the infor-

mation is modeled as a set of linear equation that describe

the peaks as a point and the artifact ridges as a line defined

by the following equation.

p ¼ p1 þ nð0; cos ð�90� aÞ; sin ð90� aÞÞ ð2Þ

Here p represents the ridge vector, p1 is the original peak

chemical shift, n is an arbitrary value and a is the sampling

angle.

With the above definition it is possible to apply linear

algebra and scale for the line width of peaks to determine if

a peak is uniquely resolved from all artifacts. This is done

by calculating a peak to ridge distance. If the minimum

distance from a peak to the artifact ridge extending from

every other peak is greater than a user defined cutoff the

peak is considered resolved because no artifact intensity

obscures the intensity of the peak. A set of angles that

resolve all of the peak intensities is determined by iteration

of this algorithm over potential sampling angles and sorting

for the most productive combination. Further details may

Fig. 4 A visualization of sub-

matrix processing is shown here

for a radial sampled HNCA

processed with the lower value

comparison of 17 angles

ranging from 5 to 85�. The

discrete nature of the direct

multi-dimensional Fourier

transform allows the user to

process any region of the

spectrum of interest, including

the entire matrix shown in a or a

selected sub-region as shown in

b. The selected region shown in

b corresponds to the grey slice
highlighted in a
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be found elsewhere (Gledhill and Wand 2007). In practice

angle selection is accomplished using the angle_

selection function.

Statistical sensitivity enhancement

Al NMR contains all of the necessary features necessary to

implement SEnD optimization (Gledhill and Wand 2010).

SEnD is the strategy by which radially sampled data col-

lection is optimized to maximize the signal-to-noise of the

final spectrum. The SEnD procedure exploits the statistical

properties of radially sampled data sets, namely multiple

independent data sets are collected with redundant infor-

mation. SEnD optimization results from the comparison of

this redundant information and relies on each sampling

being of sufficient signal-to-noise to guarantee the survival

of an authentic peak during lower-value comparison.

Generally, a signal-to-noise of 6 is necessary to retain all

peaks in a spectrum (Gledhill and Wand 2010). The

acquisition parameters necessary to achieve this threshold

can be determined from lower dimensional projections of

the experiment.

Computational efficiency

Al NMR processes Cartesian sampled data with efficiency

comparable to traditional processing programs. For exam-

ple, approximately 0.5 and 10 s are consumed while pro-

cessing a 2D gradient selected HSQC data set to a final

matrix size of 1024 9 512 and a 3D HNCO data set to a

final matrix size for 1024 9 256 9 256, respectively.

Processing the same data with NMRpipe requires 5 and

13 s, respectively. Processing a single sum or difference

spectrum with the two-dimensional Fourier transform

requires approximately 40 s. Complete processing of a

radial sampled HNCO comprised of the sum and difference

spectra for 17 sampling angles, an additive back-projection

equivalent spectrum and a lower value comparison spec-

trum were generated in approximately 30 CPU min using a

single processor. This time can be reduced to approxi-

mately 6 min by calculating all of the spectra in parallel

using a standard python multithreaded approach in the

processing script. All processing was preformed using an

Intel I7–920 processor.

Summary

A new processing program based on the Python scripting

language is presented here. The clear syntax of Python is

easy to learn and many resources are available to aid in

future development. A complete set of NMR data pro-

cessing functions for both Cartesian and radially sampled

data are available in Al NMR. The Python framework

allows flexibility in processing and implementation of

custom functions. Al NMR is particularly suited to the

processing of sparsely sampled data and enables the

essential processing tasks that are not possible with tradi-

tional approaches. These include sampling angle set

selection, phase correction, sub-matrix processing, ridge

artifact suppression, sensitivity enhancement through sta-

tistical analyses, and ridge peak integration. The executable

version of Al NMR is available for non-commercial use

and may be downloaded from www.wandlab.org.
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